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Revolutionary
Power BI Data
Dashboards

Actionable Oil & Gas data
you can read like a book to
outsmart your competition

U.S. Oil & Gas Well Production

U.S. Natural Gas Supply/Demand/Price

There is finally an alternative in
the well data market that gets
you actionable data in a superior
interface at 1/10th of the cost!

Now you can analyze the U.S.
natural gas market easier and
better than ever before!

Are you irritated with your reliance on market commentators to keep you informed?
Now you can check the facts and ask the data follow-up questions the articles
don’t cover!

Would you look at data more often if someone delivered it to you on a silver platter
at minimal cost?
Now you can generate your own insights and smarter research topics affecting
your business!

Blackbird BI, LLC
•

Quickly wring insights out of the data by interacting with stunning visuals from
any device with an internet connection

•

No download, install, or instruction book needed for these intuitive data
dashboards in the Cloud at app.powerbi.com

•

Lightning fast Power BI interface so you can zoom out to see trends, and
immediately zoom in to see the drivers of those trends

•

Power BI calculates measures on the fly, so you immediately see decline rates,
IP rates and more for any County, Operator, WellType or other filters you set

•

Interactive maps on each page display the top 400 wells for immediate
geographic context

Blackbird BI’s crystal-clear data modeling and
Microsoft’s powerful new technology combine to give
you the unprecedented ability to read actionable Oil &
Gas data like a book to outsmart your competition.

Get more info, see demo videos or sign up for a
live demo, free trial or annual subscription at blackbirdbi.com

